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As I sit down to write my first President’s message, 
I consider why I thought it might be an 
appropriate time of day to do so. Even though I 
prepped the littles with fun water play, I have the 
2 ½ year old asking for an afternoon snack, and 
the 9 month old likely getting tired. So I quickly 
break, get them both a bikkie, and try again. This 
sums up my life, as my husband and I grapple to 
do the best every day, while living thousands of 
kilometres away from any hands-on support from 
our families. Between my husband’s passion as 
the CEO of HPA Helping People Achieve, and 
me chasing my dreams by working to complete a 
Bachelor of Social Work externally through CDU, 
we have recently felt like we are barely keeping our 
heads above water. But this is it, isn’t it – parent-
ing! And it’s a topic that we don’t often discuss be-
tween each other at mum’s groups or catch ups. 
When commonly asked ‘how are you?’ We may 
feel uncomfortable to say, ‘well, actually, we’re 
struggling.’ Just today I have started both of our little ones in part time child care, which is so 
far from my original plan that the decision to enrol them took some real soul searching over 
the last week. I had to remind myself that I cannot pour from an empty cup. As much as I try, 
I cannot do the impossible. And it is the biggest detriment to myself and my family for me to 
compare our situation to others, because each family is unique in itself.

So as I sit here and breathe a breath of fresh air after two hours ‘off ’ mum duties this morning, 
I have some mental space and clarity to enable me to write this message to you. And I would 
be doing a disservice to myself and every other parent out there if I wasn’t completely honest 
about exactly where we are in this moment. It seems ironic, with the theme for this newslet-
ter being around the term ‘Matrescence’; which in large describes the process of becoming a 
mother. The physical, psychological, and emotional changes which we all experience aren’t 
an isolated case – we all go through them, and the best way to support one another is to 
talk about it. By being open about how we are really doing, we allow others space to do the 
same. Although I am now 9 months postnatal following the birth of our second baby, I feel 
as though I have evolved into a brand new mother. I have had to establish a new relationship 
with my first baby, whilst also trying to build a relationship with my second. Although I have 
found this immensely difficult at times, I am accomplishing it on the daily. Matrescence helps 
to describe all the feels that come along with this, not to mention everything else that comes 
along with the physical and emotional demands of looking after little humans.

While I feel like I have big shoes to fill, after contributing alongside Bec Ellison on the com-
mittee over the past couple of years, I hope that I can benefit CEA by utilising my not for 
profit expertise, as well as my ability to share my experiences from the heart, while listening 
to others as they do too. A big thanks goes out to Bec for her long voluntary service as Presi-
dent, as well as to Kim Pemberton who is helping me transition into the role as best I can, and 
does amazing things for the organisation on the daily. I look forward to working with Kim, 
other committee members, as well as our wonderful team of facilitators, as we strive to help 
families have a positive pregnancy, birth, and postnatal period. 

I hope you have the space to brew a fresh pot of tea and enjoy some time for you, while you 
read through this enlightening issue of our quarterly newsletter. 

Take care of you.
Amy x
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Birth Education Classes

Birth Preparation Classes are held over two or four 
weeks and encompass body, mind and 
spirit. Includes breastfeeding 
information. 
Cost: $220 for two participants

Active Birth
Teaching mothers and birth companions 
techniques for comfortable and satisfying birthing 
through positioning, movement, 
vocalisation and special breathing. Workshops are 
held quarterly in one three hour group session. 
Cost: $90 (Includes up to two support people)    

Private Birth Classes
You may prefer a more personalised course. 
Incorportating specific elements of our other 
courses. One that fits with your and your birth 
partners schedules.  
Cost: Dependent on time - approx. $80/hour

Early Parenting Workshops:
Designed to give parents-to-be knowledge and skills   

     to enhance those first precious hours and weeks with 
your newborn.  Topics include: normal infant 
behaviour, sleep and settling, breastfeeding, the infant                 
microbiome, self care, team building for new           
parents and much more.
Cost: $90 (includes partner or support person) 

Please email the office for more details regarding any   
     of these courses. info@ceadarwin.asn.au 

Pregnancy Yoga Classes
Pregnancy Yoga: An antenatal yoga class with asanas 
appropriate for pregnancy. relaxation techniques, 
visualisation, pelvic floor exercises & strength work 
are included. The library will be open after the class.
Classes are held Saturdays 11.30am - 12:45pm &  
Thursday evenings 5:30pm to 6:45pm 

Cost: For either Yoga class $15 or buy a 5 class 
pass for $60.00

Classes held at the Nightcliff Community Centre 
Boab Meeting Room 

Nurturing Newborns Morning Teas
(Suitable for Babies from Newborn To Toddlers)

A chance to meet with other parents in a 
relaxed environment, have a cup of tea and 
share a delicious Petra’s Raw Food Cake.
Topics for each session are posted to facebook 
Please see the schedule later in this Newsletter.

Last Tuesday of every month 10am to noon
Nightcliff Community Centre
Cost: Free

CEA Library

Our library has an extensive collection of books, 
magazines, DVDs and CDs covering a wide range of 
subjects such as Pregnancy, Labour, Birth, Parenting, 
Vaccination, Exercise, Nutrition, VBAC, Waterbirth, 
Twins, Toddlers, Crying/Sleep, Special Needs 
Babies, Grief/Loss, Alternative Therapies, Fathers, 
Grandparents, Midwifery, Stories and more!

Second Stage of Labour (Birth)
Directed Pushing vs Instinctive 
Avoiding Tears
Post Partum Haemorrhage
Third Stage (Birthing Your Placenta)
The Importance of The First Hour After Birth

Session Four: Early Parenting 
Workshop - The Fourth Trimester For Baby, 
Mother & Family (3 Hour Session)
What Babies Need - 
Physical, Emotional & Developmental 
Your Baby’s Experience Of The Fourth   
 Trimester
Baby-Wearing
Breastfeeding
Baby & Parent Sleep
Developmental Milestones
What New Mums Need
Understanding Hormones 
Brain Changes
Traditional Postpartum Practices
Mum’s Experience Of The Fourth 
  Trimester
Physical Recovery from Birth
Partner’s & Team Building
Maintaining Your Relationship
Question Time

Check our website for on-line booking
forms... www.ceadarwin.asn.au
or email the office ...
info@ceadarwin.asn.au

Like our facebook page for dates of 
future events & courses along with 
regular posts about birth, parenting and 

Birth Preparation Courses
August 
Thursdays 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th August
5:30pm to 8pm/8:30pm on 27th August

September
Wednesdays 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th September
6pm to 8:30pm/9pm on 30th September

October
Saturdays 10th, 17th, 24th, 31st October
1pm to 3:30pm/4:00pm on 31st October

Private courses are also available if these don’t 
suit your schedule.

Birth Preparation 
Course Outline
Session One: Pregnancy & Creating Your ‘Mind-
set’ For Labour & Birth
Welcome
Pregnancy - nutrition, self care, building your 
support group for early parenting
Birth Planning - a useful birth plan is not your 
ideal birth written down on paper
Informed Choice
Thinking about Pregnancy & Birth - not an ill-
ness or ‘risk’ but a normal healthy life event
Cultural Ideas Around Pregnancy & Birth - how 
this influences us
Fear Release Work
HypnoBirthing Explained 
The Hormones of Labour
Rebozo for Pregnancy
Why Normal Birth is Important 
The Importance of Your Due Date
Role of Your Birth Support Person
Roles of Care Providers - OB’s, Midwives, Doulas
How/Why Does Labour Start? Physical/Emo-
tional/Spiritual
Question Time

Session Two: Labour
Recap of Week One
Relaxation Meditation Practice 
Induction - your choices around this, why, when, 
where, what to expect
The Cascade of Intervention
Hormones & Induction
Why Your Birth Environment Is Important
Creating Your Ideal Birth Environment
How Contractions Work
First Stage of Labour
Using Natural Birth Tools To Manage Labour
Active Birth Positions/Movement
Medical Pain Relief Options
Water
TENS Machine
‘Birth Media’ - every birth is unique
Question Time

Session Three: Birth 
Recap of Week Two 
BRAIN Decision Making Tool
Instrumental Birth
Gentle C-Section
More Labour Tools - soft touch massage, rebozo 
at birth, breathing, supported holds, vocalisation

Early Parenting
August 
Saturday 29th August 1pm to 4pm
September
Wednesday 30th September  6pm to 9pm
October 
Saturday 31st October 1pm to 3:30pm 

All classes held at the Nightcliff 
Community Centre 
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Matrescense 
The Process Of Becoming a Mother: The Physical, Psychological and 

Emotional Changes After The Birth of Your Child

Matrescence is the name for the transformative stage in 
a woman’s life when she becomes a mother. 

The word matrescence was coined by Dana Raphael 
in the 1970s, resurrected by my teacher and mentor 
Dr Aurelie Athan recently and is now at the forefront 
of a growing body of research defining this profound 
physical, hormonal, social, cultural and spiritual shift 
in identity that accompanies motherhood. 

Right now, however, the conversation about mothers 
isn’t even about the women who are mothers. Right 
now, for the most part, our cultural conversation about 
motherhood is about the impact of our mothering on 
the development of children. We rarely talk about how 
mothering as a stage of life (matrescence) can develop 
women.

We talk about what mothering costs women. We talk 
about its challenges and heartbreaks. We talk about 
work-life balance; losing yourself; getting your body 
back; emotional labour; the glass ceiling. But we 
don’t talk about mothering as a physical and spiritual 
transformation; we don’t talk about it as a process 
of becoming our best selves; we don’t talk about 
mothering as a self-actualization process that makes us 
into leaders and the women we want to be.

When we don’t talk about the transformative power 
of matrescence as an exceptionally common stage of 
life, with specific and predictable hormonal, biological, 
mental and social markers, then the milestones of 
becoming your next self are hidden from you – and it’s 
unbelievably hard to navigate any landscape without a 
map or directions.

•  Imagine, for example, that we didn’t know there was 
a stage of life called ‘adolescence’. 

•  Imagine that we didn’t know the impact of puberty 
and hormonal changes on our young people. 

•  Imagine that we didn’t know that this was a distinct 
and challenging time of life, and do everything we can 
to support them through it. 

We’d think that our teens lost their minds; they’d think 
something was wrong with them and wrestle a pervasive 
sense of shame and not-good-enough; our society 
would behave really punitively with them and withhold 
support for them; and we wouldn’t have ‘coming of age’ 
narratives or middle schools, high schools or clubs, 
activities and families designed around the experience 
of becoming an adult. (In fact, before ‘adolescence’ was 
a thing, 12 year olds were considered little adults and 
put to work.)

But because we do know about adolescence, as a 
society we design institutions and families to facilitate 
the flourishing of our young people. It serves us as a 
collective to fully develop their capacities. The process 
of adolescence – becoming an adult – is a significant 
one, and we honour and facilitate it. It’s going to happen, 
regardless; best that we acknowledge it, understand it, 
and facilitate it or there will be all kinds of damaging 
social and personal costs!

The same is true of Matrescence – except that we as 
a society do not acknowledge it, understand it or 
facilitate it. As a result, damage is done; and mothers, 
for the most part, are the ones who get damaged. 
The milestones and markers we need to deliberately 
navigate this time of life are hidden from us.

Matrescence transforms women into new versions of 
themselves. We become  leaders and our best selves – 
but only when we actually know that this stage of life 
EXISTS and how to navigate it, skillfully.  Up until 
very recently, Matrescence has only been discussed in 
academic circles and journals – never really moving 
from the scientific to the lived. 
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Amy Taylor Kabbaz - Author of ‘Mama Rising’ with her 3 Children 

That is changing. 

And it’s about time. 

To be clear: Matrescence is not the ONLY path of self-
actualization, spiritual growth and transformation 
available to women. 

I would never wish my work to be used to imply that 
women who do not become mothers are somehow 
failing to fulfill destiny or reach their full potential.

Amy’s work and her most recent book (Mama Rising) 
is part of a growing body of research establishing that 
motherhood is the beginning of a stage of life called 
‘Matrescence’ in which a woman is wholly transformed. 

You can find a copy of ‘Mama Rising’ in the CEA 
Library.

Article by Amy Taylor Kabbaz
https://www.amytaylorkabbaz.com
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Though many of us have tried to block it out, we all 
remember puberty. First came the pimples and stretch 
marks. And next, feeling euphoric, awkward, and 
disoriented about growing from one life stage to the 
next.

Science and culture keep us well informed about 
the physical and psychological changes adolescents 
experience in their bodies, hormones, relationships, 
and identities. But women also go through a radical 
transformation in each of these dimensions when they 
are having a baby.

My work on the developmental transition to 
motherhood explores “matrescence,” a term coined in 
1973 by Dana Raphael, a medical anthropologist who 
also popularized the phrase “doula.”  Over the decades, 
other academics and clinicians have expanded on 
her research, but I’ve noticed that the term is not yet 
“out there” in popular culture and conversation. I’m 
a reproductive psychiatrist who works with pregnant 
and postpartum women, and my work and this blog 
are motivated by the mission to change that.  

Over the past decade that I’ve been working in this field, 
I’ve observed a pattern. Women regularly call me to 
ask if they have Postpartum Depression. Though they 
may not meet diagnostic criteria for this condition,  
Postpartum Depression seems to be the most familiar 
term they have on hand to frame their distress. Here’s 
what many of them describe:  “I love my baby but I don’t 
have the right maternal instincts” and “I’m not enjoying 
this, mostly I feel tired” and “I feel so guilty because I 
wanted a baby more than anything, but sometimes I 
find myself feeling bored and even resentful.”

These descriptions of discomfort are natural to 
matrescence, and not diagnostic of any specific 
disease. It’s no coincidence that matrescence sounds 
like adolescence. Both are times when body morphing 
and hormone shifting lead to an upheaval in how 
a person feels emotionally, and how they fit into the 
world. And like adolescence, matrescence is not 
a disease, but since it’s not in the familiar medical 
vocabulary, it’s being confused with a serious condition 
(that deserves its own expanded outreach, research, 

and advocacy) called Postpartum Depression. (More 
recently, Postpartum Depression clinical terminology 
is expanding to the more inclusive: “Perinatal Mood 
and Anxiety Disorders,” PMADs.)

There is so much love in matrescence. The bonding 
hormone oxytocin circulates through your body, and 
you become attached to your baby at the most basic 
cellular level. But, because you’re still human, your 
brain and body continue to send you the usual cues 
to take care of yourself: to sleep, to eat, to go to the 
bathroom. Not to mention to exercise, have sex, 
socialize, continue your professional, spiritual and 
intellectual life, and nurture your relationship. 

Many new moms find themselves feeling like they are 
in a push and pull, an emotional tug of war, as they 
try to figure out how to care for themselves and their 
baby’s needs at the same time.

Many people find early motherhood to be both 
pleasurable as well as challenging, and at times fear and 
anger-inducing, and this is mediated by psychological 
as well as physiological factors (ranging from hormonal 
shifts to sleep deprivation.) 

Rather than feeling like something is ‘wrong with 
them,’ let’s encourage mothers to speak more openly 
with each other so that the beautifully messy challenges 
and joys of matrescence are as accepted in our culture 
as the ups and downs of adolescence. My hope is that 
if more women understood the natural progression of 
matrescence, they might feel less alone, they might feel 
less stigmatized, and this might even reduce rates of 
postpartum depression.

There are so many ways to normalize matrescence and 
break down this cycle of shame. I encourage moms 
to share more authentic images and stories on social 
media under the hashtag #motherhoodunfiltered.

Article by Alexandra Sacks, M.D.:
Alexandra is a reproductive psychiatrist and leading expert 

on matrescence, the transition into motherhood. She 
hosts the Motherhood Sessionspodcast and coauthored 

‘What No One Tells You’.

Matrescense: A Developmental Transition
A Body, Mind and Hormone Shift That Sounds Like ‘Adolescence’ 
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The Mother Baby Dyad
The mother-baby dyad is truly the foundation of 
human health and wellbeing. As Donald Winnicott 
famously said, “there is no such thing as an 
infant…”. A baby cannot meaningfully exist outside 
a relationship or the environment on which they 
depend; usually this is their mother’s body. Mothers 
and babies have evolved alongside each other and 
they belong together. 

For infants to thrive, mothers must thrive too: 
physically, emotionally, mentally. Too often all the 
focus is only on the needs of the newborn (which are 
of vital importance), but don’t forget, when a baby is 
born, so is a mother. 

MATERNAL MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS 

Mothers are the foundation of society; it is they who 
(usually) do the bulk of the child-rearing, and shape 
the brains of the next generation. They need support, 
which should begin in pregnancy and take a 
significant step up at birth (and not fade away after 
the first few weeks!) 

CLOSE CONTACT IS THERAPEUTIC

Oxytocin, the hormone of love and bonding, is 
released during labour and birth, and is an essential 
part of breastfeeding. 

However, it is also released through close contact, 
soft touch, the sight, scent and feel of someone you 
love. Oxytocin has an effect on the stress response via 
the hypothalamic-pituitary axis. It reduces the effects 

of cortisol (the stress hormone), reducing anxiety 
and providing a calming effect. This is why hugs and 
stroking from someone you trust are often so good 
when you feel bad. 

Many hospitals encourage early skin-to-skin 
contact as an essential part of mother and baby 
wellbeing, based on well-established research. 

Oxytocin is a key part of building a baby’s secure 
attachment relationship to their mother, and also 
for mothers to bond to their babies. This is why 
we encourage plenty of holding and time in close 
contact, engaging in responsive parenting. 

“Attachment to a baby is a long-term process, not 
a single, magical moment. The opportunity for 
bonding at birth may be compared to falling in love 
– staying in love takes longer and demands more 
work.” T. Berry Brazelton 

There is a bit of a myth, peddled by glossy parenting 
magazines and films and internet memes, that you 
will fall in love with your baby at first sight: an instant 
sunburst of the most intense and wonderful love of all 
the moment baby arrives, and it will be an absolutely 
transformative experience. 

“The day I became a mother was the most magical 
day of my life.” 

“I never knew what love was till my baby arrived.” 

cont/...
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So many families are taken aback when they don’t 
experience this. Women can often feel guilty about 
this: if pregnancy, labour and birth haven’t gone how 
we hoped; if we feel lonely and isolated at home rather 
than surrounded by support; if it all just feels damn 
hard. So we then feel like there is something wrong…. 
and that leads on and on, towards feelings of failure or 
inadequacy. 

Sometimes, yes, there is that wonderful experience, 
when new parents have been well supported all the way 
through pregnancy, and had the chance of a holistic 
labour and birth. (And by holistic, I mean where all 
the needs and wishes and safety of the whole family 
are taken into account wherever and however baby 
arrives). 

But too often, it isn’t like that, however well prepared 
everyone is. It is important to acknowledge that this 
is the reality for many. “Speaking this secret” may feel 
terrifying; but you will find so many other mothers 
around you feel the same. 

HEALING BEGINS WHEN WE FEEL HEARD

The good news is that biochemistry isn’t an act of 
willpower or skill; hormone release happens without 
conscious control. 

LOVE CAN, AND WILL GROW, WITH TIME SPENT 
TOGETHER, AND CLOSE CONTACT

Building secure attachments takes time and is a two-
way process. A parent’s brain changes when their 
baby is born; they need to learn how to love this tiny, 
needy human being. Babies don’t yet have the skills to 
communicate and have so many needs, that everything 
can feel like guesswork. 

When you are used to making decisions and being in 
control of your own life, this sudden unpredictability 
can be a big challenge, the responsibility is scary and 
daunting. 

Everything hurts. Nobody is getting enough sleep. And 
then unrealistic family and societal expectation is piled 
on top. 

It is easy to feel like things are falling apart, and it’s not 
the magical sun-kissed perfect Insta-experience you 
had expected. We don’t live in the communities we 
once did, everything seems harder even with all our 

technology. 
Be encouraged, though
 
LOVE GROWS QUIETLY IN THE HIDDEN PLACES 
INSIDE US, IN THE CHEMICAL SOUP, IN THE 
FIRING NEURONS 

Love catches you unawares, in the curve of a lash on 
a damp cheek. Love reassures you after a hard day of 
crying as baby finally falls asleep in your arms. Love 
beams out at you as your baby’s smiling gaze locks on 
your own. Love grows: and all the hard work then feels 
worth it. 

The more contact there is, the more oxytocin there is, 
the stronger the bond grows. It becomes an endlessly 
repeating cycle of contact, connection, the desire for 
more contact and more connection. Being together 
becomes rewarding. When your baby begins to respond 
and trust you in the fourth trimester ”dance”, this will 
encourage a feeling of enjoyment and pleasure; this 
is dopamine. You begin to find reward and delight in 
your child and your growing relationship. 

This is why close contact, first with skin to skin and 
then with a lot of holding and responsive engagement 
matters so much for the mother-baby dyad. It is the 
biological norm for how they grow into life together. 
Babies are designed to be held constantly, it is often the 
only place they will settle, as it feels safe, secure and 
familiar. Mothers are designed to meet their infant’s 
needs; together they make a “sacred space”. Holding 
your baby as much as you can and as much as they 
need will be part of the process. 

Let biochemistry do its thing. Ignore those who say “put 
your baby down”. You belong together. Your instincts 
to comfort and hold your child have been around far 
longer than books and the internet. 

TOO OFTEN, SOCIETY AND ITS DEMANDS CAN 
INTERRUPT THIS GROWING BOND

The expectations of “getting your body back”, and the 
comments, “put that baby down!” “you’re going to 
spoil that baby!” “are you still feeding that baby?” add 
to the general anxiety around parenthood. It was never 
meant to be this hard, and such ideas go against the 
natural physiology of mothers and babies.
 
Much of the rise in perinatal mental health disorders 
comes from the loss of supportive communities,
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misunderstandings of normal baby behaviour (“your 
baby should be sleeping through the night by now”) 
and a focus on adult productivity for “growth of GDP” 
and early school readiness, etc rather than nurturing 
new relationships and focusing on creating a healthy 
society full of happy brains. 

If we try and live in conflict with our biology we are 
going to run into problems. 

So be confident and trust in your body and trust in 
your baby. You were made for each other. You are part 
of each other’s growth and healing. 

The hard work of nurturing your child and caring for 
yourself is an investment well worth it. 

WHAT CAN WE DO TO HELP? HOW CAN WE 
HELP KEEP MOTHERS AND BABIES TOGETHER 
SO THEY CAN THRIVE? 

Too often, it is very difficult to meet a baby’s needs to 
be held, when there are so many other demands on 
time and so many expectations around us. Babies can 
feel heavy as our bodies are often not used to lifting 
growing loads. 

Babywearing can be one way of helping. 

• It keeps a baby close, resting on their mother’s body 
comfortably, but allowing her to be hands-free. 

• It spreads baby’s weight around, making them feel 
lighter and easier to carry. 
• It encourages the close contact for both halves of the 
dyad, building bonds and reducing stress and anxiety. 

• It helps babies to sleep (and yes they will learn to 
sleep in a bed too!). 

• It often helps to reduce crying: due to the cuddle and 
the rocking motions, babies feel safe and secure and 
will calm down when taken for a walk. This can bring 
some relief to a very tired parent. 

• It can help reduce the symptoms of reflux and wind 
and tummy discomfort, reducing crying and thus 
easing parental distress. 

• Feeling able to calm and reassure her baby with a 
simple tool can help improve confidence and feelings 
of coping. 

• Knowing her baby is safe and with her can help 
considerably with anxiety. 

cont/...
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• It can be a great way to feed on the go, promoting baby-
led parenting without trapping mothers on the sofa or at 
home. 

• It can become a very therapeutic tool for a mother: to be 
able to carry her baby with her wherever she goes, doing 
whatever she needs to for her own health and wellbeing 
(eg walks, visiting friends, getting on the bus, cooking). 

• Learning a new skill can help her brain feel active and 
engaged. 

• Caring for sick or disabled children can be easier with a 
good baby carrier. 

• Newborns can be kept safe and out of the way of toddlers 
or well-meaning family members who all want to hold the 
baby. 

The sling itself doesn’t matter that much, as long as it is 
safe and comfy, and fits you and your baby well. Neither 
of you should be uncomfortable with it. 

However, we know that many, many women find that 
wrapping with soft cloths in particular can give people a 
feeling of being “held together” and is very special. 

PEOPLE OFTEN DESCRIBE WRAPPING AS “MAGIC!”
 
The act of wrapping and binding is in itself therapeutic; 
the feeling of the cloth massaging your back can help ease 
tired, stiff muscles and help relaxation, as if you were being 
hugged and cuddled yourself, reassuring and familiar. 

Babies often respond to the snugness of the cloth 
enveloping them, much as they were once enveloped 
and contained in utero, and will commonly relax and fall 
asleep with the sensation. The relief can be palpable, and 
then of course, the dopamine kicks in! 

It is worth being aware that for some women, the sensory 
input of all this close contact can be overwhelming, 
especially if they are also breastfeeding. This is where early 
back carrying (with support from a trained professional) 
can be enormously useful. 

People often become very attached to their wraps, as they 
become imbued with memories of the early months and 
years of their child’s life. The combination of biochemistry 
and a simple piece of cloth link us to other mothers all 
around the world and across generations: a timeless 
practice to help the mother-baby dyad to thrive. 

WHAT ABOUT FATHERS AND OTHER CAREGIVERS? 

Yes, they matter too! but this article is about mothers. 

DOES THE IDEA OF BABYWEARING APPEAL TO 
YOU AND YOU’D LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE? 

I highly recommend seeking input from others (in 
Darwin you can access a BabyWearing Consultant 
through the Childbirth Education Association.  There is 
also a facebook group called Darwin Babywearers.) Try 
on a few slings (at Little Rompers - a Darwin baby store), 
as a close and well fitting sling that works for your body 
and your baby can make a huge difference to your life. 
Slings that don’t fit or aren’t well designed just don’t have 
the same effects or benefits. (carriers made from synthetic 
fabrics can be very ‘sweaty’ in the Darwin climate)

WHAT OTHER HELP DO YOU NEED? 

If you are struggling, do go and talk to your GP, HV, 
midwife, the local perinatal mental health teams, the many 
charities set up to support women who are experiencing 
mental health challenges, your family, your friends. Get 
some support so you can get enough rest, if you can. Try 
to eat well. Try to get out of the house. Try to spend time 
with the kind of people who “get” you (not everyone finds 
bright noisy baby groups helpful). Use online resources. 
Take a break, put your baby down if you need a rest (a few 
minutes of crying won’t lead to any lasting problems and 
may give you a breather.)  Talk to people. You can do this. 

Article by Dr Rosie Knowles 
Rosie is a mum of two and a family doctor in the UK 
with a particular interest in holistic medicine as well as 
children and women’s health and mental health. She 
is a passionate advocate of building secure attachment 
relationships between children and their carers, due to the 
long lasting effects this has on future health. Her book, 
“Why Babywearing Matters“, was published by Pinter 
and Martin in May 2016 and she has written for a wide 
range of publications. She trains carrying advocates, peer 
supporters and health professionals. Visit her website 
Carrying Matters and follow her on Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter.
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TED TALK: In Uncertain Times
Think Like A Mother  

There’s a simple and powerful way to confront the world’s 
most pressing crises, says women’s rights activist Yifat 
Susskind: think like a mother. As she puts it: “When you 
think like a mother, you prioritize the needs of the many, 
not the whims of the few.” Follow along as she shares 
moving stories of people around the world who embody 
this mindset -- and shows how it can also help you see 
beyond suffering and act to build a better world.

One morning, 18 years ago, I stepped out of a New York 
City subway on a beautiful day in September. The sun 
was warm and bright, the sky was a clear, perfect blue. 
I had my six-month-old son in one of those front-facing 
baby carriers, you know, so he could see everything. And 
when I turned right on Sixth Avenue, what he saw was the 
World Trade Center on fire. 

As soon as I realized that this was an attack, the first thing 
I did, without even really thinking about it, was to take my 
baby and turn him around in that carrier. I didn’t want him 
to see what was going on. And I just remember feeling so 
grateful that he was still young enough that I didn’t have 
to tell him that someone had done this on purpose. 

9/11 was like crossing a border, a hostile border into 
dangerous, uncharted territory. The world was suddenly 
in this terrifying new place, and I was in this place as a 
new mother. I remember my thoughts kind of ping-

ponging around from, “How am I ever going to protect 
this baby?” to, “How am I ever going to get some sleep?” 
Well, my son turned 18 this year, along with millions of 
other people who were babies on 9/11. And in that time, 
we have all crossed into this hostile, uncharted territory 
of climate breakdown, of endless wars, of economic 
meltdowns, of deep political divisions, of the many crises 
around the world that I don’t need to list off, because they 
are blaring at you every single day from your news  

But there is something I’ve learned in these 18 years of 
parenting and in my years leading a global women’s rights 
organization. There is a way to face these big crises in the 
world without feeling overwhelmed and despairing. It’s 
simple, and it’s powerful. It’s to think like a mother. 

Now, to be clear, you don’t have to be a woman or a 
parent to do this. Thinking like a mother is a lens that’s 
available to everybody. The poet Alexis De Veaux writes, 
“Motherhood is not simply the organic process of giving 
birth. It’s an understanding of the needs of the world.” 

Now, it’s easy to focus on all of the obstacles to making 
this the world we want: greed, inequality, violence. Yes, 
there is all of that. But there’s also the option to plant a 
seed, a different seed, and cultivate what you want to see 
grow, even in the midst of crisis.

cont/...
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  Nurturing Newborns 
Monthly Morning Teas

Last Tuesday of  Every Month 10.00am – Noon
Nightcliff Community Centre Meeting Room

Refreshments Provided From Petra’s Raw Cakes
Free of Charge

CEA is facilitating a welcoming and relaxed monthly 
gathering for pregnant people 

& parents of babies from birth to eighteen months. 

Older siblings welcome. 

2020 Topic
Tuesday 28th January Sleep for Newborns and Young Infants (Under One Year)
Tuesday 25th February Baby-wearing- Includes Demonstration of Different Carriers
Tuesday 31st March Baby-led Weaning
Tuesday 28th April How to Keep Breastfeeding When Things Change - Work, Childcare etc
Tuesday 26th May Relationship Dynamics Through Pregnancy Birth & Early Parenting
Tuesday 30th June Making Sense of the Feelings of Motherhood
Tuesday 28th July Sleep for Newborns and Young Infants (Under One Year)
Tuesday 25th August Baby-wearing- Includes Demonstration of Different Carriers
Tuesday 29th September Baby-led Weaning
Tuesday 27th October Making Sense of the Feelings of Motherhood
Tuesday 24th November Travelling With Your Baby
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Majid from Iraq understands this. He is a housepainter 
by trade and someone who believes deeply in equal 
rights for women. When ISIS invaded northern 
Iraq where he lives, he worked with a local women’s 
organization to help build an underground railroad, 
an escape network for women’s rights activists and 
LGBTIQ folks who were targeted with assassination. 
And when I asked Majid why he risked his own life 
to bring people to safety, he said to me, “If we want 
a brighter future, we have to build it now in the dark 
times so that one day we can live in the light.” That’s 
what social justice work is, and that’s what mothers 
do. We act in the present with an idea of the future 
that we want to bring about. 

All of the best ideas seem impossible at first. But just 
in my lifetime, we’ve seen the end of apartheid, the 
affirmation that women’s rights are human rights, 
marriage equality, the fall of dictators who ruled 
for decades and so much more. All of these things 
seemed impossible until people took action to make 
them happen, and then, like, almost right away, they 
seemed inevitable. 

When I was growing up, whether we were stuck in 
traffic or dealing with a family tragedy, my mother 
would say, “Something good is going to happen, we 
just don’t know what it is yet.” Now, I will admit that 
my brothers and I make fun of her for this, but people 
ask me all the time how I deal with the suffering that 
I see in my work in refugee camps and disaster zones, 
and I think of my mom and that seed of possibility 
that she planted in me. Because, when you believe 
that something good is coming and you’re part of 
making it happen, you start to be able to see beyond 
the suffering to how things could be. 

Today, there is a new set of necessary ideas that seem 
impossible but one day will feel inevitable: that we 
could end violence against women, make war a thing 
of the past, learn to live in balance with nature before 
it’s too late and make sure that everybody has what 
they need to thrive. 

Of course, being able to picture a future like this is 
not the same thing as knowing what to do to make it 
come about, but thinking like a mother can help with 
that, too. 

A few years ago, East Africa was gripped by a famine, 
and women I know from Somalia walked for days 

carrying their hungry children in search of food and 
water. A quarter of a million people died, and half 
of them were babies and toddlers. And while this 
catastrophe unfolded, too much of the world looked 
away. But a group of women farmers in Sudan, 
including Fatima Ahmed -- that’s her holding the 
corn -- heard about what was happening. And they 
pooled together the extra money that they had from 
their harvest and asked me to send it to those Somali 
mothers. Now, these farmers could have decided 
that they didn’t have the power to act. They were 
barely getting by themselves, some of them. They 
lived without electricity, without furniture. But they 
overrode that. They did what mothers do: they saw 
themselves as the solution and they took action. 

You do it all the time if you have kids. You make major 
decisions about their health care, their education, 
their emotional well-being, even if you’re not a doctor 
or a teacher or a therapist. You recognize what your 
child needs and you step up to provide it the best you 
can. Thinking like a mother means seeing the whole 
world through the eyes of those who are responsible 
for its most vulnerable people. And we’re not used 
to thinking of subsistence farmers as philanthropists, 
but those women were practicing the root meaning 
of philanthropy: love for humanity. 

What’s at the core of thinking like a mother shouldn’t 
be a surprise: it’s love. Because, love is more than 
just an emotion. It’s a capacity, a verb, an endlessly 
renewable resource -- and not just in our private lives. 
We recognize hate in the public sphere. Right? Hate 
speech, hate crimes. But not love. What is love in the 
public sphere? Well, Cornel West, who is not a mother 
but thinks like one, says it best: “Justice is what love 
looks like in public.” And when we remember that 
every policy is an expression of social values, love 
stands out as that superstar value, the one best able 
to account for the most vulnerable among us. And 
when we position love as a kind of leading edge in 
policy making, we get new answers to fundamental 
social questions, like, “What’s the economy for?” 
“What is our commitment to those in the path of the 
hurricane?” “How do we greet those arriving to our 
borders?” 

When you think like a mother, you prioritize the 
needs of the many, not the whims of the few. When 
you think like a mother, you don’t build a seawall 
around beachfront
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property, because that would divert floodwaters to 
communities that are still exposed. When you think 
like a mother, you don’t try to prosecute someone for 
leaving water for people crossing the desert. Because, 
you know  that migration, just like mothering, is an 
act of hope. 

Now, not every mother thinks like a mother. When 
presented with a choice, some of us have made the 
wrong one, hiding behind weapons or barbed wire 
or privilege to deny the rest of the world, thinking 
they can see their way to safety in some kind of 
armed lifeboat fueled by racism and xenophobia. 
Not every mother is a role model, but all of us have a 
choice. Are we going to jump on that armed lifeboat 
or work together to build a mother ship that can 
carry everyone? 

You know how to build that mother ship, how to 
repair the world and ease the suffering. Think like a 
mother. Thinking like a mother is a tool we can all 
use to build the world we want. 

TED  Talk by Yifat Susskind
Womans Rights Activist
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Post Birth Affirmation:

I gave it my all & it was enough.

I was amazing!
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Mizan Therapy  Traditional Reproductive Healing 

Mizan is Arabic for balance.

Mizan therapy uses a combination of massage, herbs and 
other healing techniques to restore physical, emotional 
and spiritual balance in our bodies and lives.  Therapists 
address conditions involving the reproductive organs, 
the digestive system and emotional health. Mizan helps 
to bring health and vitality to the body to optimise well-
being. 

I first became involved in Mizan therapy a couple of 
years ago when a friend told me about a Mizan course 
being held in Melbourne.  My friend, a keen masseuse 
and healer had not long ago attended an Arvigo self-care 
course and couldn’t stop talking about how wonderful she 
felt since incorporating the self-care massage techniques 
into her life.  Arvigo, Mayan abdominal therapy helps 
to restore the body to its natural balance by correcting 
the position of organs that have shifted and easing the 
restriction of blood, lymph, nerve and chi (energy) flow.  
Mizan incorporates the teachings of Arvigo and extends 
to include other cultural knowledge and practices.

As a midwife and body worker I was extremely interested 
and inspired by yoking my passions of body work, the 
womb, midwifery, health and healing.  It seemed like 
the perfect course.  So off I flew to a week-long intensive 
retreat.

The main component of the therapy is a gentle yet deep 
body massage, focusing mostly on the abdominal and 
hip areas.  By increasing blood, lymph and chi flow to 
the abdominal space, tight muscles and fascia are eased 

which allow the organs to sit in their ideal positions.  As 
the organs return to their ideal position and the blood, 
lymph and nerve systems around them support their 
function the organs are able to perform optimally. In 
this way health is improved.  When the womb is ideally 
positioned and receiving all the nutrients, fluid and 
messages she needs she can function optimally – bleeding 
regularly, with minimal discomfort and creating a healthy 
environment for potential pregnancies. 

In the same way the digestive system is supported to 
operate in its best possible state, digesting and moving 
food effortlessly throughout its system.  When gut health 
is improved our immunity improves. 

Interestingly up to 70% of our immune system is located 
in the gut and digestive tract.  

The nourishing massage is slow and peaceful yet deep 
and powerful.  It’s easy to sink away into deep relaxation 
during the process and still feel like the muscle, fascia and 
organs have been “worked”.  

People come to experience Mizan for many reasons, 
some for specific complaints, some for symptom control, 
others for general healing and others to help foster a 
deeper connection with their body or emotions.

The list for reasons to come is extensive and can 
encompass almost any reason you can think of, though 
most commonly people seek Mizan to help improve their 
reproductive or digestive health.
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Mizan treatment requires a commitment from the participant 
– to truly see changes in the body and emotional state, 
individuals have “homework”.  A short self-care massage is 
taught during the treatment and usually performed by the 
individual a few times a week.  Depending on the presenting 
symptoms or needs an individual treatment plan is created 
together with the client and can include: castor oil packs, 
vaginal steaming, dietary changes and herbal tonics.  Mizan 
is a wholistic healing therapy that has developed and grown 
over many years using old cultural practices and new 
emerging knowledge about physiology and health.  It doesn’t 
propose to be a one stop fix every-thing therapy.  Nothing 
can be.  Rather it encourages individuals to take control 
of their health and create ideal environments for the body, 
mind and spirit to flourish.  

Mizan can work in conjunction with other therapies or on its 
own – it’s the clients choice about what works best for their 
body and health.

Mizan is not just for women, men also attend for various 
reasons, they too can benefit from healthy and vital 
abdominal and pelvic organs.

Anecdotally I have seen Mizan therapy help fertility, regulate 
menstrual cycles, relieve painful menstrual cycles, support 
menopause, ease PCOS symptoms, assist with prolapse, 
improve IBS (Irritable bowel syndrome) symptoms, support 
post birth trauma and help heal scar tissue including post 
caesarean section and hysterectomy.  

In a time where there are ever increasing external medicines 
and treatments for our bodies, it’s time to tune in and listen 
to what our body needs and how best we can support our 
return to wellness. 

Written by Monika Zdyb Mizan Therapist & Midwife
You can book a treatment by calling 0401 651 190
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CEA’s Pregnancy Yoga 
is designed to help 
women prepare for 
a positive, confident 
birth. 
Postures include 
abdominals, strength 
work, pelvic floor, 
hip openers, positive 
visualisation and
relaxation for birth.

Pregnancy 
Yoga

Childbirth Education Association
Nightcliff Community Centre
6/18 Bauhinia Street, Nightcliff

Office hours: Tues–Fri, 9am–12noon 
Tel: 08 8948 3043

www.ceadarwin.asn.au
info@ceadarwin.asn.au

Join us on Facebook:
Childbirth Education  

Association Darwin

Venue:
Meeting Room

Nightcliff Community Centre

Saturdays 11:30am – 12:45pm

Thursdays 5:30pm - 6:45pm      

 

Cost Per Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $15
5 Class Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $60

No need to book, please just come along. 

Childbirth Education Association 

knowledge  • confidence • choice
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A Note On Postpartum
You say postnatal. I say postpartum.  What’s the difference 
anyway? 

Post simply means ‘after’ while partum and natal both 
mean ‘birth’.

While they are synonyms for the period just after a baby is 
born, there is a subtle difference. Partum refers to the one 
giving birth (ie.The mother) and natal refers to the one 
being birthed (ie. The baby). 

Postnatal is the term more commonly used here in 
Australia, whereas postpartum is used more in the 
US.  This is one of the few times I jump the fence with 
my language. I choose postpartum as it more accurately 
reflects my mission to support mothers, and to remedy 
the gap I see in our culture of care. 

The Numbers 

This is quite surprising so you might want to have a seat. 

One in seven women in Australia will experience 
postnatal depression. That’s 48,000 women – enough to 
fill 116 jumbo jets – every year.’

More than two-thirds of mothers do not meet their 
own breastfeeding goals. These are not goals set by the 
government or the World Healthy Organization. These are 
goals set by the kind and generous mothers themselves, 
who want to feed their baby, and don’t have the support 
they need. 

Marriages suffer during the transition to parenthood. As 
early as 1957, psychologist Edward LeMasters published a 
paper claiming that becoming parents caused a marriage 
crisis. Back then he was ridiculed. This was supposed to 
be the happiest time of your life! But decades of research 
since have shown consistently that conflict increases 
dramatically in marriages once a baby is introduced. 

And the leading cause of maternal death in Australia is 
suicide. 

This is not a problem unique to one part of the world. You 
can research the numbers in almost any industrialised 
nation and they will paint a similar picture. 

Women are suffering. Babies are suffering. Marriages 
are suffering. Something has gone terribly wrong. If this 

suffering is how we are experiencing what could be the 
most joyful time of our lives. 

The Start of Something

I didn’t know all those numbers when I started out as a 
postpartum doula at only 24 years old, before I was even 
a mother myself. I came to postpartum work through my 
interest in Ayurveda - traditional Indian medicine. When 
I learned about Ayurvedic postpartum care, I knew this 
was my calling in life. 

Over the next few years I studied five different postpartum 
doula trainings, and while they were all excellent in their 
own ways, none of them really got much deeper than 
practical information about baby care and breastfeeding. 
None of them really addressed how to support Newborn 
mothers through this major life transition, this rite of 
passage. 

None of them really acknowledged the deep and profound 
changes going on inside a Newborn Mother’s brain, let 
alone how we – as professionals – could support them 
through it. 

Although I started my doula business, providing massage 
and meals for Newborn Mothers, I know there was 
something more. When I had my own first baby, the need 
to find answers became even more urgent.

I started exploring postpartum from different perspectives 
including through my own background in social justice 
and community developments. I dove into newer areas of 
study to me, from anthropology to evolution, traditional 
medicine to brain science and eventually pulled together 
a radically new paradigm for postpartum transformation.

Now, over a decade later, my work has evolved. I’ve written 
books and created online courses, available worldwide, 
for Newborn Mothers and the professionals who work 
with them. 

When I first began working as a postpartum doula, I 
received many emails. Even though I worked, at that time, 
only in my local area, these emails came from exhausted 
and overwhelmed mothers all over the world. 

These are the faces behind the numbers: the individual 
Newborn Mothers who are suffering: the stories that the 
statistics don’t quite show. 
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Hearing so many women’s stories, I began to see patterns. 
Many mothers found ways to excuse their suffering, almost 
apologizing that they were not enjoying motherhood, as 
though the problem was unique to them. 

There are a million reasons why it might be intense for 
you – often more intense than giving birth – but none of 
them is entirely true. The truth is it’s intense for nearly all 
of us. 

And surely this points to some broader cultural systemic 
problem making mothers feel desperate and depleted. 
It’s not your individual circumstances.
And it’s not any shortcomings as a mother. 
And it’s certainly not your fault. 

“But These are the Best Days of Your Life” 
Any time you complain about any aspect of mothering, 
you are likely to be told to enjoy it, because “they grow up 
so fast”. 

Retrospectively, it seems like a blink of the eye. But while 
the years may fly by, the days are long and the nights are 
longer. 

Maybe living in the moment works for some mothers, but 
often when you express your struggle, what you’re really 

looking for is acknowledgement of your emotions, your 
experience. 

In that moment it doesn’t feel like it will pass. At 3am, 
there is no light at the end of the tunnel. Maybe you feel 
like the darkness goes on forever. 

“But these are the best days of your life” is society’s 
narrowly defined script for mothers, and it prevents us 
from agitating, from making change.

Instead it feels more like A Tale of Two Cities: “It was the 
best of times, it was the worst of times.”

As a parent, the highs are higher than you ever experienced 
before you had children. But the lows are also lower. The 
happiness scale got rearranged. There are more extremes 
of emotion; nothing is steady or familiar. 

There is more boredom, loneliness, suffering. But there is 
also more joy, peace and bliss. 

Your baby enjoying his first heart-melting giggle. Watching 
your partner soothe your baby to sleep. Savoring that rare 
hot cup of tea, alone. 

Those transcendent moments are what keep you going, 
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refuel you until the next pit stop, whenever the hell that 
will be. 

How Long is Postpartum? 

Postpartum is generally recognized as the six weeks 
after birth. Medicine, science and traditional cultures 
acknowledge that this is a unique time in a woman’s life 
requiring specific care. 

But since postpartum literally means after birth, you 
could consider a woman to be post partum for the rest of 
her life! I believe we need to expand our understanding 
of postpartum and prefer to see it in stages, unfolding in 
layers over time and requiring longer-term emotional and 
practical support. 

Mothers commonly ask me how long postpartum lasts, 
usually because they are convinced they should have 
‘bounded back’ by now. I’ll let you in on something right 
from the start… there is no ‘back to normal’ after you 
have had a baby, because becoming a mother alters the 
very structure of your brain and you will never be the 
same person you once were. 

This can be a great opportunity indeed! You are being 
invited to reinvent yourself, because when a baby is born, 
so is a mother. 

And let me tell you the truth… the birth of a mother can 
be more intense than childbirth. 

Postpartum Does Not Equal Depression

Contrary to popular culture use, postpartum does not 
mean depression. Postpartum is the time after birth, and 
postpartum depression is when depression is experienced 
during this time. 

“After birth, there is a sacred window of time: a time for 
complete rejuvenation of a woman’s physical, mental and 
spiritual health. A time for deep, extended bonding with 
her newborn. The first 42 days after birth set the stage for 
her next 42 years” – Y Sha Oakes

What is a Newborn Mother?
The process of becoming a mother is gradual, not abrupt, 
and I use the term Newborn Mother to reflect this stage 
of profound transformation, no matter how long ago your 
baby was born, or how many babies you have. 

You can feel like a Newborn Mother whether or not you 
are actively mothering your child. If you can relate to this 
transformation – the idea of being born as a mother – 
then you are a Newborn Mother. 

Being a Newborn Mother lasts as long as you need to 
become confident and strong. 

Newborn Mother – 
A recently born mother, whose strength is asking for 
help. She acknowledges that the birth of a mother is more 
intense than childbirth, and that she is as sensitive and 
vulnerable as her baby. Her heart is wide open and her 
needs are high. As she nourishes herself, she nourishes 
her children. 

Taken from the book Newborn Mothers
By Julia Jones  

(available in the CEA Library)
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During my pregnancy, I didn’t watch real births or read 
birth stories of other women. I couldn’t bring myself to 
see the feared dramatic event that was embedded in my 
brain. It wasn’t until my partner, Beau, and I attended 
the Childbirth Education Association Birth Preparation 
Workshop I soon realised that birthing our baby didn’t 
have to be dramatic and my waters would most likely not 
break in public.

I wouldn’t usually share my story; however, this moment 
is very special to me and one that I will remember for the 
rest of my life. 

I invited a student midwife to attend my appointments 
and the birth of our baby. The real birth experience is 
invaluable for student midwives and provides hands-on 
experience of supporting women in labour. Her support 
was encouraging, and her passion for midwifery gave 
me confidence in that I could birth our baby. I highly 
recommend a student midwife go on your pregnancy 
journey with you. It not only benefits you but also benefits 
the midwives that allow for the continuation of the 
midwifery practise for our future generations. 

At week 39 + 2, I was told that our baby had stopped 
growing for the last two weeks of my pregnancy because 
the placenta was failing, and the blood flow was not 
getting to our baby. There was no other safe option but for 
our baby to be delivered within the next couple of days. I 
was booked in to be induced overnight and to give birth 
to our baby the following morning. 

In preparation for the event, the tens machine was packed 
along with the battery operated candles and sparkling 
lights, affirmations printed and blue tack set, clarysage 
and lavender oils; all to aid me through labour. 

I never had the chance to use any of it. I stayed overnight 
in the hospital for my induction, and the following 
morning I started the oxytocin process. Within minutes 
of receiving the drug, surges began. 

I tried several positions as well as pacing the room to ride 
the waves. However, the only position I found comfortable 
was on the bed, on my side and holding onto Beau’s hand 
with what it felt like for dear life. After going through 
several surges, they began to intensify. I then requested 
to use gas. With each minute going by the surges were no 
longer small and begun to tip me over my pain threshold. 

I pleaded with the midwife to give me something else...
morphine, epidural, either one I didn’t care at this point 
as this was the most pain I have ever felt. The midwives 
looked at Beau and said ‘Brooke is far too along for any 
drugs’. Beau looked at me with helplessness in his eyes and 
told me that I am doing great and it won’t be much longer 
before we get to meet our baby. With another two surges, 
our baby’s head was through. I was able to look down and 
see our beautiful baby boy. In the next surge, our baby was 
born and soon was laying on my chest. 

This was the most surreal moment of my life, a memory 
I will cherish forever. Beau and I looked into each other’s 
eyes and then into the eyes of our baby. We are complete. 

Some women have a long labour, some have it short. 
Each experience is different. Three hours and 15 minutes 
were all it took to have our baby in our arms. The greatest 
miracle in my life happened the day Archer came into my 
life.

Thank you to Brooke and Beau Rainbird 
for this local birth story

The Birth of Archer
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